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sound Bank． Ask any music fans and there is one
constant in most of our hearts, the answer will be

“Music!” Do you love the icecream? If the answer is yes,
what else? There are many kinds of icecream and if we
can taste it, it will be better. Ice cream can be used to

give us a brand new experience. Miracle Chocolate Ice
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Cream is made by Sensesationala of Wilmington,
Delaware. It is a 100% natural freezer-stable icecream

that is handcrafted in small batches. Ice Cream seems to
be a fascinating sweet dessert. People have a special taste

for it. Chocolate is the most popular flavor. When it
comes to icecream, we can imagine it is a sweet dessert
that will give you the pleasure. Icecream is not always,

but if we have, it will make us feel good. After
breakfast, it is a kind of stress reliever. It is good for
both the body and the mind. Icecream maybe become

our favorite treat during the summer. Amazing Smoothie
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09/10/2020 Fefar, Jan 10, 2020, 07:52:01 PM [Link] List of all screen recorder, Record your screen display, let you save as a
video file, download and upload.Q: Python : Create dictionary from list As seen from the image below, I need to create a
dictionary from the existing list ['i1','i2','i3']. Please note, there will not always be 3 items in the list. Please note, I can not do
this with the following as it gives me errors. Also, it does not actually add up any counts per id. >>> i1 = dict(zip('a-z',
range(26))) >>> i2 = dict(zip('a-z', range(26))) >>> i3 = dict(zip('a-z', range(26))) >>> id_dict = {k:v for k,v in
zip(i1.keys(),i2.keys())} File "", line 1 SyntaxError: can't assign to dict.keys() The final output would be something like: {a:0,
b:0, c:0, d:0, e:0, f:0, g:0, h:0, i:0, j:0, k:0, l:0, m:0, n:0, o:0, p:0, q:0, r:0, s:0, t:0, u:0, v:0, w:0, x:0, y:0, z:0} What would be the
best way to achieve this? A: Here you go: dict(zip('a-z', (i1 + i2 + i3))) {'z': 0, 'y': 0, 'x': 0, 'w': 0, 'v': 0, 'u': 0, 't': 0, 'r': 0, 'o': 0, 'q':
0, 'p': 0, 'n': 0,'m': 0, 'k': 0, 'j': 0, 'i': 0, 'h': 0, 'g': 0, 'f': 0, 'e': 0, 'd': 0, 'c': 0, 'b': 0 f678ea9f9e
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